Visualization of the Cellular Uptake and Trafficking of DNA Origami Nanostructures in Cancer Cells
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ABSTRACT: DNA origami is a promising molecular delivery system for a variety of therapeutic applications including cancer therapy, given its capability to fabricate homogeneous nanostructures whose physicochemical properties (size, shape, surface chemistry) can be precisely tailored. However, the correlation between DNA-origami design and internalization efficiency in different cancer cell lines remains elusive. We investigated the cellular uptake of four DNA-origami nanostructures (DONs) with programmed sizes and shapes in multiple human cancer cell lines. The cellular uptake efficiency of DONs was influenced by size, shape, and cell line. Scavenger receptors were responsible for the internalization of DONs into cancer cells. We observed distinct stages of the internalization process of a gold nanoparticle (AuNP)-tagged rod-shape DON, using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. This study provides detailed understanding of cellular uptake and intracellular trafficking of DONs in cancer cells, and offers new insights for future optimization of DON-based drug delivery systems for cancer treatment.

INTRODUCTION

Most approved drugs rely on passive delivery for uptake into cells, which largely undermines their therapeutic efficacy and raises off-target-associated toxicity issues. Effective and safe delivery of therapeutics into targeted cells has remained a challenging issue in modern medicine. One strategy to address this challenge is to use nanostructures as delivery vehicles to enable active transportation of drugs. Various materials have been explored to formulate nanoparticles for delivery, including liposomes, inorganic materials, and organic polymers. However, the ability to precisely control nanoparticle size, shape and surface chemistry using these materials is limited, which hinders the systematic investigation of cellular internalization and optimization of delivery performance.

Structural DNA nanotechnology, especially DNA origami, demonstrated unprecedented abilities to construct uniform DNA nanostructures with prescribed size, shape, and surface functionality. DNA origami nanostructures (DONs) have served as robust platforms for a large variety of applications, including nanofabrication, biosensing, and drug delivery. In previous studies, DONs with varied sizes and shapes have been used to efficiently deliver small molecules (e.g., doxorubicin), proteins (e.g., antibody), and therapeutic nucleic acids (e.g., CpG oligonucleotides) into cells, but no systematic investigation has been undertaken to determine how DON design (i.e., size and shape) affects cellular uptake in different cell lines. In addition, mechanistic understanding of DONs’ cellular uptake process including the endocytosis pathway and intracellular trafficking remains elusive. Studies addressing these questions may offer critical insights for the design and optimization of DONs to achieve potent delivery of various therapeutics.

We studied the cellular uptake of a group of tetrahedron and rod shaped DONs with various sizes in two human lung cancer cell lines, H1299 (nonsmall cell lung cancer) and DMS53.
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(small cell lung cancer), as illustrated in Figure 1a. Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related mortality in the United States,30 which includes nonsmall cell lung cancer and small cell lung cancer.31 Studying the uptake of DONs in both lung cancer cells may facilitate the translation of DNA origami nanotechnology for lung cancer treatment. Our results suggested a clear correlation between cellular uptake efficiency and DON design. Scavenger receptors were found to play an essential role in the uptake of DONs into both lung cell lines. Finally, we demonstrated that transmission electron microscopy (TEM) could be utilized to visualize the DON internalization process in detail by using small gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) to form barcodes on DONs (Figure 1b).

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

**Design, Construction, and Characterization of DONs.**

A group of four DONs were designed and constructed, including a three-dimensional (3D) small tetrahedron (ST), a one-dimensional (1D) small rod (SR), a large tripod that closely resembles a tetrahedron (LT), and a large rod (LR), as illustrated in Figure 2a (refer to Table S1 and Figures S1–S5 for design details). The ST and SR had similar molecular weights of ~250 kDa, and the LT and LR had similar molecular weights of ~4.5 megadalton. The LT and LR were constructed from a 7560-nucleotide-long M13 bacteriophage genome DNA (p7560), while the ST and SR were assembled from a custom 425-nucleotide-long single strand (p425) scaffold that was cut from p7560 by restriction enzyme digestion (BsaAI, Figure S6).

We estimated the dimensions of each DON by using the parameters of B-form double-helix DNA (2 nm diameter, and 0.33 nm per base in the direction of the helical axis). Each edge of the hollow ST was 11 nm in length with a cross-section of 4 nm by 2 nm. The LT resembled a tripod shape with interarm angle of 60 degrees.17 Each arm of the LT was 47 nm in length with a cross-section of 7.2 nm by 12 nm. Both the SR and LR

---

**Figure 1.** Study of the cellular uptake and intracellular trafficking of DONs in cancer cells. (a) DONs of different sizes and shapes were studied. (b) Intracellular trafficking of DONs tagged with gold nanoparticle barcode was visualized by electron microscopy.

**Figure 2.** Design, construction, and characterization of DONs. (a) Schematic illustrations of small tetrahedron (ST), small rod (SR), large tetrahedron (LT), and large rod (LR). (b) AFM images of ST and SR, and TEM images of LT and LR confirmed the prescribed sizes and shapes of DONs agreed well with the designs. Scale bars: 50 nm. (c) Nuclease resistance study of DONs in 10% FBS. DONs were incubated in 10% FBS at 37 °C for 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 h. After incubation, the integrity of DONs was examined by 1% native agarose gel electrophoresis. All DONs exhibited significantly enhanced resistance to nuclease digestion, in comparison to the single-stranded p425 scaffold and p7560 scaffold.
were solid rod shapes. The SR was 32 nm in length with a cross-section of 4 nm by 4 nm, and the LR was 127 nm in length with a cross-section of 8 nm by 8 nm.

DONs were prepared following a conventional thermal annealing protocol in aqueous buffer containing 10 mM of Mg$^{2+}$. After assembly, DONs were initially characterized by native agarose gel electrophoresis. Discrete bands with expected mobility were observed for DONs, suggesting the formation of designed structures (Figure S7). The corresponding bands of DONs were then extracted from the gel for imaging characterization by atomic force microscopy (AFM) or TEM, as shown in Figure 2b and Figure S8, which unambiguously confirmed the formation of the DONs with expected sizes and shapes.

Nucleases are abundant in physiological environments, and are natural predators of nucleic acids that may hinder DONs’ potency as delivery vehicles. Therefore, we examined DONs’ resistance to nuclease digestion prior to cellular experiments. A time-course study (0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 h) was conducted by incubating DONs in 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) at 37 °C. Native agarose gel electrophoresis was employed to examine the integrity of DONs immediately after incubation with FBS (Figure 2c). All DONs demonstrated enhanced resistance to nuclease digestion in comparison to p425 and p7560 scaffold DNAs, indicating that the densely packed DNA bundles in DONs provided protection against nuclease digestion. Scaffold DNAs underwent full degradation within 1 h of incubation within 10% FBS, while DONs remained intact even after 4−8 h. Interestingly, SR, LT, and LR exhibited higher resistance to nuclease digestion than ST, probably due to the fact that each edge of the ST contains only two bundled DNA duplexes, which are more exposed to nuclease attack.

Size, Shape, and Cell Line Dependent Uptake of DONs. The cellular uptake of DONs was studied in H1299 and DMS53 lung cancer cell lines. A time-course study (0.5, 2, 4, 8 h) was conducted in parallel to examine and compare DONs’ cellular uptake over time in both cell lines, which were characterized qualitatively and quantitatively by confocal
microscopy and flow cytometry, respectively (Figure 3). Along with DONs, nontreated (NT) and Cy5-DNA treated cells were studied as negative controls aiming to validate the delivery capability of DONs. To enable tracking of cellular uptake, multiple copies of Cy5-conjugated DNA (Cy5-DNA) were loaded onto DONs by hybridizing to complementary single-stranded handles on DONs (Table S1, Figure S9). Cy5-DNA was maintained at the same concentration (250 nM) across all DONs for cellular uptake experiments. It was reported that Cy5-conjugated oligonucleotides exhibited strong cellular uptake in multiple mammalian cells, possibly due to the positive charge of cyanine dyes, indicating that a low concentration must be utilized to minimize the interfering effect of Cy5-DNA (e.g., 250 nM in the current study). Cellular uptake experiments were also independently conducted using a noncyanine dye (Alexa-488), and produced similar results (Figure S11).

Flow cytometry revealed that all DONs had significantly higher cellular uptake efficiency, in terms of both percentage of Cy5-positive cells (Figure 3a) and fluorescence intensity (Figure S12), than NT and Cy5-DNA at all time points in both cell lines (detailed pairwise statistical analysis are included in Table S2), indicating that DONs served as delivery vehicles that transported Cy5-DNA into cells. This also suggested that Cy5-DNA remained conjugated to DONs before entering cells, since Cy5-DNA alone showed limited cell internalization. Similar cellular uptake was observed while introducing lower or higher amount of DONs to cells, with the exception that Cy5-DNA alone had strong uptake at high concentration (Figure S10). DONs exhibited different internalization behaviors in H1299 and DMS53 cells (Figure 3a, Table S2), with significantly higher cellular uptake efficiency in H1299 cells relative to DMS53 cells over all time points studied.

The influence of size and shape of DONs on cellular uptake was then examined (Figure 3a, Table S2). In H1299 cells, larger DONs (LR and LT) exhibited significantly higher cellular uptake efficiency than smaller DONs (ST and SR). Further comparison indicated that rod-shaped DONs performed better than tetrahedron-shaped DONs of similar sizes. A similar trend was observed in DMS53 cells except that LT was not internalized as well as observed in H1299 cells. These results suggested that both the size and shape of DONs influence cellular uptake. DONs of larger size may induce stronger interactions with the cell membrane that lead to higher cellular uptake efficiency. Tetrahedron-shaped DONs may not interact as strongly with cells as rod-shaped DONs due to their 3D configuration. Interestingly, though without well-defined 3D shape, p7560 scaffold DNA showed comparable cellular uptake as its DON products, while p425 scaffold DNA had minimal uptake (Figure S11 and Figure S13). This may be attributed to the long and circular nature of p7560 scaffold DNA that may randomly coil into certain structures enabling cell uptake.

Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was utilized to quantify the intracellular DON numbers, following a methodology recently established by Kjems and colleagues. qPCR revealed similar cellular uptake trend to flow cytometry (Figure S14) with larger and rod-shaped DONs had higher numbers per cell than their smaller and tetrahedron-shaped counterparts, respectively. Although qPCR was quite sensitive and accurate on detecting DNAs, the acquired DON numbers within cells were underestimated given the loss of DNA prior to qPCR reactions, including loss due to intracellular nuclease degradation, cellular DNA extraction, and ethanol precipitation.

Confocal microscopy was used to visualize the cellular uptake of DONs (Figure 3b, Figure S15). Intense Cy5 fluorescence was observed for all DONs after 8 h of incubation in both cell lines. In contrast, cells with no treatment or treated with Cy5-DNA had no observable fluorescence, confirming that Cy5-DNA did not enter cells as well as DONs, in good agreement to flow cytometry studies. Observed fluorescent signals were predominantly localized in the cytoplasm, as confirmed by costaining of nuclei with DAPI (Figure 3b, Figure S15, Figure S16). The nonuniform distribution of Cy5 fluorescence in the cytoplasm may be attributed to DONs aggregation or segregation within certain cellular organelles (e.g., endosome or lysosome). A colocalization study of SR in H1299 cells revealed partial intracellular overlap between Cy5 and the lysosome after 8 h of incubation (Figure S17). In contrast, previous reports found the lysosome to be the primary compartment in which DONs were localized.23,24,38 The difference in observations may be attributed to differences in cell line and fluorophore. An extended time-course study of ST in H1299 cells between 5 min and 96 h revealed that the cellular uptake of ST began within 5 min, and accumulation gradually increased up to 72 h (Figure 3c). The decrease in Cy5 fluorescence observed at 96 h may result from increased cell proliferation or from exocytosis of the Cy-5 fluorophore.

Scavenger Receptor-Mediated Cellular Uptake of DONs. Scavenger receptors are known to mediate the endocytosis of certain polyanionic ligands, including nucleic acids.23,40 Mirkin et al. reported that scavenger receptors play important roles in the cellular uptake of spherical nucleic acids in multiple mammalian cell lines.24,40 Biocca et al. reported that scavenger receptors are essential for COS fibroblast cells to internalize octahedral DNA nanocages.32 Therefore, a mechanistic study was performed to assess the involvement of scavenger receptors in the uptake of DONs into H1299 and DMS53 cells. Polynosine (Poly-I) was used to competitively bind and saturate scavenger receptors and thus minimize their accessibility to DONs. For both DONs studied (ST and LR), flow cytometry showed 90% reduction in uptake by cells treated with Poly-I compared to nontreated cells (Figure 3d), indicating that scavenger receptors are responsible for the uptake of DONs by both H1299 and DMS53 cells.

The roles of clathrin- and caveolin-dependent uptake pathways were also investigated, as they have previously been implicated to mediate the endocytosis of nanoparticles.33 Fan et al. reported the uptake of small DNA tetrahedral structures into HeLa cells through a caveolin-dependent endocytosis pathway.34 We examined the involvement of caveolin in the uptake of DONs by HeLa cells, using the above-reported small tetrahedral structure (ST-CONT) as a control. Pharmacological inhibition studies showed that ST, LR, and ST-CONT all exhibited caveolin-dependent internalization in HeLa cells since the treatment of cells with methyl-β-cyclodextrin (MβCD) resulted in ~50% reduction in uptake, whereas the blockade of other pathways (i.e., clathrin and phagocytosis) did not affect cellular uptake (Figure S18a). Poly-I treatment of HeLa cells resulted in ~50% decrease in the uptake of DONs.
and ST-CONT, indicating that HeLa cells also rely on scavenger receptors to internalize DONs. Similar studies were conducted in H1299 and DMS53 cells (Figure S18b). Surprisingly, considerable cytotoxicity was observed in H1299 and DMS53 cells treated with the pharmacological inhibitors at the recommended conditions (data not shown). Inhibitors were diluted significantly in order to maintain apparent cell viability, but no inhibition of cellular uptake of DONs was observed at such conditions (Figure S18c), possibly due to insufficient blockade of targeting pathways at the reduced concentrations.

**Visualizing the Cell Internalization Process of DONs by TEM.** The cell internalization process of DONs was directly visualized at a single particle level using high-resolution TEM imaging techniques. Routinely used fluorescent microscopy imaging methods provide limited information regarding the behaviors of individual nanoparticles due to relatively low resolution. Herein, the visualization of individual DON under TEM was realized by tagging and barcoding a number of 5 nm (diameter) AuNPs onto DONs to form beads-on-a-string structures (Figure 4a). Considering that AuNPs may interfere the cellular uptake of DONs as DNA-conjugated AuNPs may be readily taken up by cells, we tagged small AuNPs (5 nm) onto the largest DON design (LR) aiming to minimize the interference from AuNPs. The majority of LR had 6 AuNPs aligned on one side of the LR, as confirmed by gel electrophoresis and TEM imaging (Figure S19). The barcoded LRs were purified from the gel and then incubated with H1299

![Figure 4. Visualization of the LR cell internalization process in H1299 cells by transmission electron microscopy. (a) 5 nm (diameter) AuNPs were tagged onto LR to form a beads-on-a-string barcoded structure. (b) Proposed model illustrating the internalization process of LRs into H1299 cells based on TEM observations. Four distinct stages were identified in the internalization process of LRs into H1299 cells. (c) Stage I: LRs aligned onto cell membrane longitudinally. The longitudinal alignment may maximize the interaction between LRs and the cell membrane since more scavenger receptors are involved in this orientation. (d) Stage II: cell membrane invagination was initiated to internalize LRs with a transverse orientation. This transverse orientation may help to minimize energy expense by generating smaller membrane invaginations. (e) Stage III: LRs were transported into early endosome-like compartments. The nonspherical, tubular-vesicular like organelles closely resemble early endosomes. At this stage, AuNP barcodes stayed relatively intact, suggesting no severe degradation of LRs had occurred. (f) Stage IV: AuNPs accumulated in late endosome and lysosome-like organelles. At this stage, all AuNPs were clustered within cellular compartments that resemble late endosomes (right panel, top) and lysosomes (right panel, bottom). AuNP barcodes were not identifiable, suggesting that AuNPs may have detached from LRs. AuNPs were not found in other cellular compartments (e.g., golgi, mitochondria), cytosol, or nucleus.](image_url)
cells for varied periods of time (0.5, 2, 8, 12, 24, and 48 h) with an AuNP concentration of 2.5 nM. Internalization was terminated by removing the medium and fixing the cells. Fixed cells were sliced into thin sections (~80 nm) and stained for TEM imaging. Based on TEM observations, we proposed that it may involve four stages during the internalization of LR into H1299 cells, as illustrated in the schematic model (Figure 4b): Stage I: binding with membrane; Stage II: initiation of invagination; Stage III: transport to early endosome; and Stage IV: transport to late endosome/lysosome.

Stage I: Binding with Membrane. LRs initially aligned longitudinally onto the cellular membrane (Figure 4c, Figure S20a). Considering our finding that scavenger receptors on the membrane are responsible for recognizing and capturing DONs from the environment, the longitudinal alignment of LRs may allow maximal interaction with the cells since more scavenger receptors are available for capturing LRs than in the transverse orientation.44

Stage II: Initiation of Invagination. Once LRs were captured and aligned onto the membrane, the membrane started to invaginate to internalize LRs (Figure 4d, Figure S20b). Interestingly, LRs were found to rotate 90 deg to enter the membrane at a transverse orientation. This orientation may minimize energy expense by generating smaller invagination flasks. The same phenomenon was observed in the cell internalization process of gold nanorods.44 Both studies suggested that nanoparticles of high aspect ratio might enter through a similar process: maximizing capturing efficiency via longitudinal alignment, followed by minimizing energy expense via transverse entry. Membrane invaginations appeared flask-shaped, with sizes between 50 and 100 nm, closely resembling caveolae,54 suggesting that LRs may enter H1299 cells through a caveolin-dependent pathway.

Stage III: Transport to Early Endosome. After traversing the membrane, LRs were observed in nonspherical, tubular-vesicular organelles, which resembled early endosomes (Figure 4e, Figure S20c). Early endosomes are known as the first endocytic compartments to accept and sort incoming cargoes internalized through receptors.32 LRs remained relatively intact within early endosomes as AuNP barcoding patterns were still identifiable, although with a number of AuNPs missing from LRs. This suggests that severe degradation of LRs had not occurred at this stage, likely due to the relatively mild environment within early endosomes.

Stage IV: Transport to Late Endosome/Lysosome. LRs were transported to the late endosome and lysosome-like cellular compartments (Figure 4f, Figure S20d). The multi-vesicular body-like organelles containing internal vesicles (Figure 4f, right panel, top row) resemble late endosomes. Organelles with no identifiable vesicles in the lumen were assumed to be lysosomes. At this stage, no barcoding patterns of AuNPs were observed. Instead, AuNPs were found randomly clustered within organelles. Given the highly acidic and enzymatic environment within late endosomes and lysosomes, LRs were expected to undergo severe degradation over time and AuNPs would eventually detach, disrupting the beads-on-a-string pattern. No AuNPs were observed in the nucleus, cytosol, or other cellular compartments (e.g., Golgi, mitochondria), indicating that both free AuNPs and those tagged on LRs had limited ability to escape from endosomes.

The time-course study revealed that later internalization stages became increasingly prominent with extended incubation time (Figure S21). For instance, no barcoded LRs were observed internalizing or internalized into the cell at 0.5 h, except for a few individual AuNPs that may have dissociated from the LRs. In contrast, all AuNPs were located within late endosomes and lysosomes after 48 h of incubation, and no earlier stages of internalization were observed. However, at 24 h of incubation, AuNP-barcoded LRs were observed undergoing each stage of the internalization process. These representative images of four stages were primarily selected from cells incubated with LRs for 24 h. In contrast, no barcoded AuNP structures were observed when cells were incubated with individual AuNPs (Figure S22), which further confirmed that AuNP barcodes in the cells did not originate from random alignment of discrete AuNPs.

CONCLUSION

In summary, a parallel study was performed to investigate the cellular uptake of a group of four DONs with varied sizes and shapes in multiple human cancer cell lines. All DONs demonstrated significantly higher cellular uptake efficiency than Cy5-DNA alone in both H1299 and DMS53 cells, confirming the potent delivery capability of these DONs. DONs exhibited drastically different uptake behaviors between cell lines, e.g., DONs had significantly higher uptake efficiency in H1299 cells than in DMS53 cells. The size and shape of DONs were relevant in determining cellular uptake efficiencies. In general, larger DONs exhibited higher cell uptake efficiency, presumably by involving a higher number of receptors on the cell membrane. Shape is also relevant as it may affect the interaction orientations between DONs and cells. Scavenger receptors were found critical in mediating the uptake of DONs. However, no specific endocytosis pathway (clathrin-dependent versus caveolin-dependent) was identified in either H1299 or DMS53 cells, possibly due to the cell lines studied being less tolerant to pharmacological inhibitors as severe cytotoxicity was observed under recommended experimental conditions. Nevertheless, DONs’ internalization into HeLa cells was found to be caveolin-dependent, in agreement with previous studies.43 We successfully barcoded AuNPs onto LRs to enable high-resolution visualization of cellular uptake and intracellular trafficking at a single particle level by TEM imaging, which may serve as a general methodology to track DONs in vitro or even in vivo. Four distinct stages of LR internalization were observed in H1299 cells using this methodology. LRs undergo a process of aligning onto the membrane longitudinally, traversing the membrane transversely by rotating 90°, transporting to early endosomes, and eventually transporting to late endosomes and lysosomes. No AuNPs were observed to escape from endosomes or lysosomes into the cytosol, which might present a challenge in utilizing DONs as delivery vehicles for cargoes that require cytosol or nuclei transportation. The findings from this study may provide mechanistic insight for the design and optimization of DONs and other nanoparticle vehicles for the delivery of drugs and other substrates for biomedical applications.
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